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Abstract: Ecological footprint analyses demonstrate that the world’s more than 7.5 billion people
consume multiple planets’ worth of resources. To incite and evaluate societal changes for the
sustainable use of the environment and its natural resources, the ecosystem service (ES) concept
was developed more than 20 years ago. To ensure the sustainable provision of indispensable ES, the
concept has been refined and enhanced, enabling its application across various temporal and spatial
scales. However, evidence-based strategies and policies are needed to preserve biodiversity and
natural capital in our changing world. This Special Issue comprises studies advancing the frameworks,
concepts, and applications related to ES assessment, with a particular focus on social–ecological
systems. To broadly apply the ES concept in different social–ecological systems, several key issues
emerged: (1) ES-related definitions and procedures should be improved and standardized; (2) the
complexity of the interactions in a social–ecological system must be recognized, and knowledge
about spatial and temporal dynamics and interactions among multiple ESs must be deepened; and (3)
communication about ES, considering cultural and stakeholder differences, must be increased.
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1. Introduction

Human activities have caused several global developments, such as climate change, biodiversity
loss, and ecosystem deterioration, which pose serious risks to the quality of life of people around
the world [1]. These risks and the need for transformative changes are increasingly recognized by
science [2] and society, which led to the formulation of the sustainable development goals (SDGs)
adopted by the member states of the United Nations in 2015 [3]. These SDGs are an expression of
a political will to globally adopt the concept of sustainable development. This concept integrates
biodiversity conservation and human development, which have often been seen in conflict with each
other [4].

While the recognition of nature’s contributions to human welfare is not a new concept, it was the
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment [5] that substantially contributed to the awareness and promotion
of the sustainable use of natural resources. Since then, numerous scientific efforts have been undertaken
to refine and enhance the ecosystem service (ES) concept to make it transferable, generalizable, and
applicable across various temporal and spatial scales and to improve the implementation and evaluation
of measures aiming at the sustainable use of ecosystems. While this has resulted in a still rapidly
growing number of ES-related studies [6], shortcomings in geographic distribution, the coverage of ES
categories, trade-off analyses, stakeholder involvement, relevance, and transferability still exist [7].
Although the general public is as yet not very aware of the ES concept and its linkages to biodiversity,
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an increasing number of stakeholders and policymakers have started to adopt it in policymaking
practices [8].

As the ES concept focuses on the linkages between people and their environment, it integrates
ecological and social aspects. Hence, it provides a suitable framework to a) understand specific
aspects of the human–nature relationship, b) promote inter- and transdisciplinary research, c) facilitate
a discussion about the trade-offs between services, and d) develop management strategies for
ecosystems involving different stakeholder groups [9]. Its implementation in practice and integration in
decision-making remains challenging, as many ES studies and assessment tools do not yet adequately
address the requirements of decision makers [10]. To successfully implement the ES concept, one must
take special care to refine and specify the related definitions and procedures.

The inseparable link between ecological and social systems emphasizes that ES assessments must
consider both the complex relationships between ecosystem processes, structures, and capacities,
and the distribution and assessment of the benefits between stakeholders with different needs and
aspirations. The fact that the links between ecosystem processes and benefits for human well-being are
multifaceted, non-linear, and dynamic [11] has raised the need for a Special Issue on the ‘Application of
the Ecosystem Service Concept in Social–Ecological Systems—from Theory to Practice’. The included
studies show that despite an almost infinite number of frameworks for the comprehensive description
of social–ecological systems in the scientific literature, great progress in the application of the selected
frameworks is becoming apparent.

This Special Issue includes studies that advance the terminology, frameworks, concepts, and
applications related to ES assessment, with a particular focus on social–ecological systems. The 14
published articles are authored by 68 scholars from 15 countries who come from different disciplines,
such as biology, ecology, agricultural science, forestry, geography, environmental science, sociology,
and economics. The presented applications and case studies range from the local to international scale
and include a variety of different social–ecological systems, such as alpine farms, river basins, rural
communities, an oasis, islands, the European Alps, a metropolitan area, and a marine basin. With a
few exceptions, all examine ES bundles, and although most studies refer to distinct case study areas,
the presented frameworks and conceptual considerations are largely transferable to other regions.

In the following, we summarize the insights and report the limitations and unresolved
challenges to broadly applying the ES concept in different social–ecological systems and then provide
recommendations to enhance the contributions of the ES concept to the development and execution of
sustainable policies and environmental conservation strategies. These considerations are based on the
results of this Special Issue and our own research.

2. Insights Gained

The complex relationship between human activities, ecosystem properties, and ES can be described
and analyzed in various ways. One approach is to focus on spatial characteristics and correlation.
This was done by Chen et al. (contribution 2, see below), who found a strong correlation between
topographic gradients, land-use patterns, and ES provisions. Wei et al. (contribution 14) identified
land-use changes as the main driver for changes in ES provisions in the Manas region in China and
spatially delineated regions with similar ES bundles using cluster analysis. Lorilla et al. (contribution
6) assessed the spatio–temporal dynamics of ES supply on the Ionian Islands in Greece, which seem
to be influenced by agriculture, land abandonment, increasing tourism, and the occurrence of fires.
Riechers et al. (contribution 11) focused on the demand side of cultural ES provided by green spaces
along an urbanization gradient in Berlin, Germany. They identified two bundles of cultural ES in urban
vs. periurban areas. They found that while higher population density is positively correlated with a
higher valuation of cultural ESs related to social interaction and cultural diversity, the opposite is true
for ESs related to education, recreation, and aesthetic appreciation.

In most social–ecological systems, land-use and its changes substantially influence the provision
of ESs [12]. Hence, the comprehensive analysis of land-use demands an inter- or even transdisciplinary
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approach and the application of both social and natural science methods. While Selomane et al.
(contribution 13) proposed to better harness the insights gained from social–ecological system studies
and apply them to monitoring and indicator development for the sustainable development goals,
Schirpke et al. (contribution 12) proposed applying sustainability and ES concepts in a complementary
way. The development of sustainable management strategies based on ES assessments must engage
with the evolved and affected local communities while considering cultural differences and profiting
from indigenous or local knowledge (contribution 4). When applying ES concepts in policymaking
and planning, it is also crucial to consider spatial differences in both the supply and the demand
side. This can be a demanding task due to the huge number of individual ESs and their complex
interactions [13]. A possible solution to tackle this complexity—as demonstrated by various studies
in this Special Issue (contributions 6, 11, and 14)—is the application of ES bundles. Social–ecological
systems that have a defined biophysical border and can be considered a more or less closed system,
such as islands (contributions 6 and 9), oases (contribution 14), mountain villages (contribution 8), and
marine basins (contribution 5), seem to provide suitable “real life laboratories” for case studies and
framework development. While Accastello et al. (contribution 1) and Newman et al. (contribution
9) worked on conceptual framework development and improvement, Jiang et al. (contribution 3)
discussed an approach to analyze payment for ES programs.

3. Identified Limitations

While the supply (and use) of many ESs can be assessed biophysically, the demand for ESs is
often substantially influenced by the perception of ESs [14]. This is especially true for cultural ESs.
Various studies have reported the diverging perceptions of the demand, importance, and value of ESs
among different stakeholders and users (contributions 4, 10, and 11). Diverging perceptions of ESs can
be caused by knowledge gaps, as identified by Paschoud et al. (contribution 10), among tourists and
farmers on farms in the Italian Alps or by the diverging stakeholders’ demands for ESs [15] and the
valuation of their benefits [16,17].

While value attributions by humans turn an ecosystem function into a desired ES (potential),
which is crucial for the ES concept, Nassl and Löffler (contribution 8) noted that the use of the term
‘value’ (assigned values for an ES) is different in the social–ecological system literature, where it focuses
more on the values of people (held values). While assigned values delimitate the relative importance
or worth of an ES, this concept often falls short of defining how societal values manifest in societies
and hence shape natural resource use.

4. Recommendations to Apply the Ecosystem Service Concept in Social–Ecological Systems

To enhance the contributions of the ES concept to the development and execution of sustainable
policies and environmental conservation strategies in social–ecological systems, the following
recommendations can be derived from the contributions of this Special Issue:

• To ensure that measures to protect ESs are applied and accepted by the public and stakeholders,
it is important to improve communication about ESs, especially for ESs that are less recognized or
poorly understood (contributions 4, 5, 6, and 10), e.g., by applying social learning, as described by
Lopez-Rodriguez et al. (contribution 5).

• The understanding of spatial and temporal dynamics and the interactions among multiple ESs must
be improved to provide useful and applicable information for decision making (contribution 6).

• This requires a deeper knowledge of how social–economic factors influence the provision of ESs
(contribution 5), taking into account different cultural contexts [18].

• Insights from studies about social–ecological systems (considering feedback, non-linearity, system
resilience, etc.) should be harnessed to develop and apply more dynamic and systemic indicators
and monitoring systems (contributions 8 and 13).
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• To evaluate and improve the applicability and effectiveness of payments for ecosystem services
(PESs) (contribution 3), it is important to a) precisely describe the relationships between ES
provisions and their beneficiaries, b) develop suitable and standardized ES indicators and ES
quantification methods [18], and c) iteratively improve PES schemes to optimize their output and
enhance the desired ES provisions.

• Although PESs seem to be an important tool to promote the implementation and application of
the ES concept and to enhance its impact, it should be recognized that PESs are only one possible
application strategy among many others. Therefore, the development of applications, frameworks,
and combinations of ESs should not be limited to PESs.
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